Definition 18—A marker should not lift the ball or mark its position.

Rule 21-2,3—Clarified to provide that strokes played with a wrong ball do not count in the player's score.

Rule 36-1—Combining match play and stroke play prohibited.

Rule 37-3—Clarified to prohibit practice on course before starting in stroke play.

In addition, Definitions 17, 20, 21, 22 and 26 and Rules 9, 27, 30, 32, 35, 40 and 41 have been slightly reworded.

---

National Golf Fund Allocs $68,000

NATIONAL GOLF FUND, INC., at its annual meeting during the PGA annual convention, approved distribution of $68,000 from National Golf Day funds contributed by U. S. golfers to the nationwide event co-sponsored by Life magazine and the PGA.

Fund distribution is subject to recipient organizations qualifying under internal revenue regulations.

Largest amount, $25,000, went to 14 caddie scholarship funds, headed by Western Golf Assn. Evans scholarship fund. WGA will handle distribution on basis of present scholarship commitment ratio, among Detroit, Mass., Wis., Western Pa., Cleveland, Rhode Island, Pacific Northwest, Illinois Women's GA, Omaha, Maine, Minn., and Kansas City GA caddie scholarship funds.

PGA educational and benevolent funds got $16,000. Green Section of USGA got $10,000 to be employed for regional and coordinated research. US Junior Chamber of Commerce got $10,000 of which $7,000 is earmarked for its national junior championship and $3,000 for sending USGA, Western GA and USJCC junior champions to British junior championship.

PGA teaching committee one evening each week.

Subjects and speakers already assigned: Starting Beginners in Golf; Variations in Sound Methods of the Golf Swing; Our Experiences with Our Golf Instruction (Betsy Rawls and Betty McKinnon); Golf after 50; Public Relations and Merchandising; Bookkeeping — Insurance — Inventory — Finance; Visual Aids in Teaching; Future Planning for Dunedin (Leo Grady and Emil Beck).

BEST SELLING IDEAS

(Continued from page 40)更多 inviting and to keep tired golfers resting and looking around instead of virtually crowding them out. Rearrangement of small shops to make them look roomy and orderly has been quite an achievement.

“One of the real selling jobs I've noticed this year was done by a pro who was hav-